Using IP to create value for your company
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P&TS Neuchâtel

P&TS Zurich

P&TS Intellectual Property
Prosecution
Filing Patents, Trademarks, Designs in more than 65 countries
Litigation
Oppositions, nullity action, infringement actions.
2 judges at Swiss federal patent court. 3 attorneys
Patent search
FTO, patentability assessments
Contracts
NDAs, R&D contracts, License agreements, TTO agreements
IP due diligence
IP roadmap, IP assessments

Swiss Start-ups

Start-up support service

Start-ups financed

Total CHF

Innosuisse Certificate

34

376 Mio

Venture Kick

60

294 Mio

Top 100 Swiss Startups

75

493 Mio

Startup Invest

105

548 Mio

Source: Startupticker.ch Swiss venture capital report 2019 (No 7)

Swiss Start-ups
What was really invested in?

Potential
Tools to deliver

Plan / Strategy
IPR,

regulatory

Team

Product

Demand
(time, place, customers)

Technology

Top 20 reasons start-ups fail
no market need
ran out of cash
not the right team
get outcompeted
pricing/cost issues
user un-friendly product
product without a business model
poor marketing
ignore customers
product mistimed
disharmony among team/investors
pivot gone bad
lack passion
failed geographical expansion
no financing /investor interest
legal challenges
didn't use network
burn out
failure to pivot

42%
29%
23%
19%
18%
17%
17%
14%
14%
13%
13%
10%
9%
9%
8%
8%
8%
8%
7%

Source: https://www.cbinsights.com/research/startup-failure-reasons-top/
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Non-patenting start-ups receive an
average funding of 374’000 CHF

Patenting start-ups receive 954’000 CHF
on average

Source: Swiss Start-up monitor, based on 164 Swiss startups.

IP Strategy

IP Strategy
Protection of your own
Ideas
Ø by legal IP rights:
-Patents
-Designs
-Trademarks
-Copyright
Ø by Trade Secret

Measures against IP
rights of third parties
Ø FTO
Ø Documentation
Ø Defensive
Publications

Ownership and Control

IP strategy

IP rights need to be part of your business strategy
right from the start!
•

You need to have the right IP pieces together and you
need the right to use and exploit this IP.

•

You need to ensure that your key IP is sufficiently
protected to convince investors and to prevent your
competitors from using it (patents, secret know-how,
trademark, etc).

•

You need to make sure that you don’t infringing someone
else’s right when using the IP («FTO – freedom to
operate»).

Ownership and Control
Who owns Patents and Designs?
For Private Sector:

•

Code of Obligations, art 332E

Service inventions / invention de service / Diensterfindungen

“1 Inventions and designs produced by the employee alone or in collaboration with others in the course of his work
for the employer and in performance of his contractual obligations belong to the employer, whether or not they
may be protected.”

•

Fortuitous inventions/inventions fortuites/ Gelegenheitserfindungen

“2 By written agreement, the employer may reserve the right to acquire inventions and designs produced by the
employee in the course of his work for the employer but not in performance of his contractual obligations.”
Employer must pay a “separate, appropriate remuneration”

•

Free inventions / freie Erfindungen / inventions libres

Created outside the course of the employees work, not in performance of his contractual duties; Employer has no
automatic right in the invention.

Ownership and Control
Who owns Copyright and Software?
Copyright:

Copyright Act (CopA)

Original owner of the copyright is the author; employer becomes owner of copyright (except for
moral rights) only upon assignment;

Software:

Copyright Act

Art. 17 Rights to computer programs
“Where a computer program has been created under an employment contract in the course of
discharging professional duties or fulfilling contractual obligations, the employer alone shall be
entitled to exercise the exclusive rights of use.”
Employer benefits from an exclusive licence, but author still owns, if software has not been
assigned.

Ownership and Control
Employment Contract?
Was the IP developed as part
of a university project?

Employed by the university;
University owns

Professor

IP
intern,
student
Not employed by the
university.
University does not
automatically own IP.

Post-doc,
PHD or
Master
student?

No and no?
University does not
automatically own IP.

external
collaborator
What agreements are in place?
Licences, Assignments?
Joint ownership?
Joint Management Agreements?
MTA?

Ownership and Control
Do you need to own the IP?

Licence

The licensor (owner of IP) has the right to prevent others from using the IP.
By granting a licence to the IP, he permits the licensee to use the IP.
The licensor remains the owner of the licensed IP.

Assignment

An assignment is the transfer of ownership rights in the IP from the assignor to the
assignee.

Option

The optionor (owner of IP) offers the optionee for a limited period of time (option period)
the right to license, buy or to negotiate a licence to the IP.

Right of First Refusal

The holder of this right is entitled to receive rights to the IP under the same conditions
which the owner has negotiated with a third party. This may block a deal with a third
party.

For key IP you will need exclusivity.

IP Strategy
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Ownership and Control

Trade secrets

Secrets are protected because they are not easily available to competitors

Trade secrets

Moreover, trade secrets are protected against unfair use if:
• The information is (more or less) confidential
• It has value because of its secrecy.

But trade secrets are not protected if a competitor reinvents the same
independently (and possibly patents it!), or access it in a legal way (for example
through reverse engineering).
Often only a temporary solution.

Non-disclosure agreements

NDAs are commonly used:
• before filing a patent/design application when you have an idea that you
need to show to a third party (e.g. potential business partner)
• to protect non patentable trade secrets

Enforcement of trade secrets
Trade secrets are often difficult to enforce in litigation.
Ø
Ø
Ø
Ø

Proving leak
Proving responsibility for the breach
Is the trade secret really a secret?
Proving ownership of the confidential information

Þ Use trade secrets, but be very careful when sharing them
Þ Traceability: possibility to deposit in a blockchain (service available via P&TS) to
provide evidence of the ownership of the Trade Secret at a given time.

Incoming confidential information

•
•
•

How and where to save it or store it.
Who will be granted access to it. How will authorised people access and use it?
Can you easily and reliably destroy all confidential info in case you are required to do so?

Breach of confidentiality – the consequences:
•
•
•
•

Destroyed IP
Destroyed relationship with partner, impact on your reputation
Liable to pay damages and losses caused by the breach
Litigation

NDAs
• Be very careful with incoming confidential information!
• If there is no absolute need for it, you should not receive confidential information.

Protection of your own Ideas
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS (IPR)
•

protect new intellectual creations

•

exclusive rights to prevent others from using intellectual creations (passive rights).

•

BUT: IP Rights do not give you the right to use your IP (active rights).

•

Some rights require registration

•

can be traded as assets

•

geographically limited and subject to the national laws of the states in which
protection has been granted

Protection of your own Ideas
PATENTS – Overview
Object of protection

Requirements

How to achieve

Duration

Technical inventions

New and non-obvious

Filing

20 years after filing

Protection of your own Ideas
Requirements 1/2
•

Invention must be new or novel

not disclosed in “prior art”, including own disclosures!!! (abstracts, conference presentations,
websites, articles, scientific publications)

•

It must involve an inventive step

This distinguishes a “discovery” from an “invention”, some surprising effect/ feature, something
that could not have been anticipated by an expert in the field (a person “skilled in the art”)

•

It must be capable of industrial application

It must have a practical application, which must to be demonstrated. You can’t patent an idea.

Protection of your own Ideas
Requirements 2/2
•

It must not fall into the “excluded” category

Discoveries, scientific theories, mathematical methods, business methods, and programs for
computers* etc.

•

It also requires enablement and sufficiency of disclosure.

This means the application must provide enough data to demonstrate that invention works and
sufficient information to show how the invention works to enable a trained person to reproduce it.
A patent can be revoked on the basis of insufficiency of disclosure.
* Software Patents:
Europe: technical character and their contribution to the technical state of the art can be protected;
US: specific solution to a technical problem can be protected (machine or transformation)

Protection of your own Ideas
Patent Rights:
§

§

§

§

entitle the holder to prevent others from using, manufacturing, selling and importing
your patented invention in the territory granting the patent.
are granted on a national / regional basis.
are not automatic right: An application must be filed with and examined by a national
(e.g. IPI/IGE in Bern) or regional patent office (e.g. EPO)
A “regular” patent grants protection 20 years from filing date

…. and that’s the deal:
•

The content of a patent is published 18 months from its first filing date. The knowledge
behind new inventions is shared and contributes to the advancement of the particular
field.

•

The owners of a patent application receives a monopoly to monetize the IP for a limited
period of time.

Protection of your own Ideas
Example:
Patenting through the PCT route
Validation

First filing
Priority
date

“International
Phase”
PCT Application
12 months

“National/Regional
Phase”

18 months

CH
DE
FR
IT
UK , …

30 (31)
months

³ 48
months

Invention created
Publication
+
International
Search Report
with Written
Opinion

Priority year
No extension
possible!

0

1 year

1.5 years

Examinations
Grant

9 months
Opposition
Period

by national
Patent Offices

2.5 years

³ 5 years

Protection of your own Ideas
Where to file?
Countries where main markets exist (e.g. US, EP + JP - close off main markets/potential
markets à remove incentive for competitors à effective world wide protection)
Countries where main competitors are active - direct obstacle to prevent competitors from
making invention

When to file?
Most important to file before you publish details of your invention!
“Publish” means any non-confidential disclosure e.g. disclosing the invention to somebody
who is not bound by confidentiality; publishing in scientific paper; publishing on your company
internet website; selling or offering for sale a product which contains your invention;
displaying your invention at a conference or trade show; etc.

Case study: Voltea
Water desalination

CapDI (membrane capacitive deionization) technology
VOLTEA’S TECHNOLOGY IS TUNABLE, SCALABLE, AND HELPS CONSUMERS
AND INDUSTRIES REDUCE WATER CONSUMPTION, CHEMICAL USAGE, AND
OPERATION EXPENSES.

Voltea: Creating their IP card
Unilever spin-off (Netherlands, 2006)
§ Unilever assigned 6 patents
§ Unilever VC major shareholder
§ domestic washing machines

Phase 1 (2006 – 2010)
BUT:
-

R&D driven

core IP
defensive IP portfolio
technological leadership
built barriers of entry against competitors
Negative cash flow!
Value was its IP portfolio.
new investors (Rabobank and Pentair)
in 2008: acquired Biosource Inc to secure FTO and market exclusivity

Voltea: Using their IP card
Phase 2 (2011 – now)
Consumer appliances

Partnerships:

-

commercially driven
evaluated new markets, business opportunities and applications
more patents opening new markets
used IP to build partnering network
emphasis on collaborative IP
Industrial series and
customized solutions

Point of use

large multinationals access to R&D support, networks and
distribution channels (US, Asia)
access to IPR and secure FTO for its products

Voltea: IP Management

IP Management:
§ in house IP procedures
§ Partnership with external IP consultants
§ Focus on IP capture and protection (innovation workshops, notebook
policy, disclosure and evaluation procedures, employees savvy in patent
searches, documentation of know-how, etc)
§ Continuous FTO analysis and competitor watches
§ Continuous assessment of IP strategy (at board level!)
§ Using IP to achieve company’s goals (proactively) rather than
responding to external influences

Protection of your own Ideas
Design – Overview
Object of protection

Requirements

How to achieve

Duration

Aesthetic appearance
of product

New and individual
character

Filing*

25 years after filing

*in some countries (e.g. EU) unregistered design rights by publication in this country, but protection lasts only 3 years)

Protection of your own Ideas
Design – Strategy
Ø Suitable to protect products which do not have a new technical advancement (cannot be
patent protected), but which have a unique appearance
Ø Product should satisfies requirements for design registerability: (a) New design; (b)
Individual character (different overall impression on person); (c) not within legal
exclusions (e.g. features which are not visible in end product; features being only technical
etc.)
Ø Grouping of design applications possible – for different designs for same category of
product (reduces costs)
Ø Good protection for the appearance of key design features, but no protection for
functionality
Ø Fast registration and low cost
Ø Up to 25 years of protection (longer protection than patents – 20 years)

*at least in most countries (e.g. in the USA examination of infringement of design rights of third parties )

Protection of your own Ideas
Trade Mark – Overview
Object of protection

Requirements

How to achieve

Duration

Name/Sign indicating
origin for a
product/service

Distinctive for
registered
product/service

Filing*

Unlimited

Ø Word mark (APPLE, VICTORINOX, GUCCI,…)
Ø Figurative mark
Ø Figurative mark with letters
for IP services

Ø 3D mark
Ø Movement mark

*in some countries (e.g. Germany, USA)
unregistered trademark rights exist under
certain circumstances; UK also provides a
form of unregistered protection provided
that you have used your trade mark and
built a reputation under the trade mark.

Ø Colour mark per se
Ø Sound mark
Ø Catch phrase

“I’m lovin it”

Telecommunication
Energy
Drinks

Protection of your own Ideas
Trade Mark – Strategy
Ø Choose original names (i.e. distinctive) and not descriptive of product/service
Ø Cover relevant classes
Ø Use ‘TM’ marking when pending and ‘R’ marking after registration
Ø Use the Trade Mark in the form identical to your registered trademark and for goods and
service for which it has been registered (beware of modernization!)
Ø Periodically collect proof of use of Trade Mark
Ø Surveillance of market for potential Trade Mark infringement (Identical signs with identical
product/services; or similar signs with similar or identical products/services + there is a risk
of confusion
Ø Take actions against infringers to avoid: (a) acquiescence and (b) Trade Mark becoming
generic (e.g. WALKMAN)

Copyright – Overview
Object of protection
Text, Artistic work and
Software

Requirements
Original and results
from Author’s skill

How to achieve
Automatic with
creation of work

Duration
50/70 years after
death of creator

Copyright – Strategy
Ø Original artistic work (including software code) is automatically protected by copyright
from date of creation.
Ø Scope: Protection against 1-to-1 copying of artistic work/software code (difficult to
prove!)
Software functionality (i.e. the method/process performed by software)
can only be protected by a patent!
Ø To enforce copyright against a third party need to prove 1-to-1 copying, date of copyright
(i.e. date artistic work/software code was first created) and ownership:
• Good documentation –keeping secure record; dating work; name of creator; ©
marking
• Deposit in external depository which provides time stamp
• Deposit in a blockchain <service available on P&TS website>
Ø Duration: 70 years after death of creator (for software 50 years)
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Ownership and Control

Defence against 3rd Party IPR
IPR in force worldwide (2017)

Defence against 3rd Party IPR
Top 5 offices (2017)

Defence against 3rd Party IPR

Every third party IP right presents a right for the legitimate owner to
stop you exploiting YOUR product/method if it falls within the scope
of protection and the territory of protection of the IP right.

Your own IP right provides a negative right only!!

Violation of 3rd Party IPRs

Violation of an IP right, if enforced against you by the IP right
owner, can have severe consequences:
Stop making and selling your products; recalling your
products from retailers; publication of the fact that you are
an infringer; Pay Damages for infringing actions; Pay
Litigation costs; more difficult access to investors..

Freedom-to-operate
Freedom to Operate - Strategy
IDEAL STRATEGY:

“Never infringe ANY third party IP right”

PROBLEM: Often too many third party IP rights and too many product features
get 100% certainty!

to

REALISTIC STRATEGY: “Reduce the risk of infringing third party IP rights” by:
Ø FTO search for essential features of your product and
for essential markets (geographical territory)
Ø FTO search with respect to known competitors
Ø Repeat/deepen your FTO during the development
of your product

Costs

80%

100%

Certainty

Freedom-to-operate

What can I do if I think my product infringes a third party IP right?
Ø Prepare a defensive file (and stay under the radar)
Ø Invalidate the IP right
Ø Change your product/method so it falls outside scope of IP right.
Ø Limit sale/use/making of your product/method to those countries where
the IP right is not in force.
Ø License agreement from IP right owner in exchange for money
Ø Cross license agreement
Ø Buy IP right from IP right owner

Freedom-to-operate

What can I do if I think my product infringes a third party IP right?
Ø Prepare a defensive file (and stay under the radar)
Ø Invalidate the IP right
Ø Change your product/method so it falls outside scope of IP right.
Ø Limit sale/use/making of your product/method to those countries where
the IP right is not in force.
Ø License agreement from IP right owner in exchange for money
Ø Cross license agreement
Ø Buy IP right from IP right owner

Defensive publications
Your technology is not economically important so you don’t want to file a patent to protect
it – at the same time you want to make sure that your competitors do not file a patent for
the technology. What can you do?
Ø Publish details of your technology (defensive publication)
Ø The publication should have sufficient information to allow a skilled person to reproduce
the invention (i.e. it must be “enabling”).
Ø Limit exposure by publishing for just a short period + keep record of publication.

DISADVANTAGES:
Ø Nobody (including “You”) can get a patent for the
technology - “You” have no protection against
copying
Ø Does not work against third parties who patented
technology before the defensive publication

REMEMBER:
« IP is a hygiene factor until it’s a company killer. »
Chris Swan, Capital SCF, January 2011

Questions?

CONTACT
Claudia NASH
nash@patentattorneys.ch
Christophe SAAM
saam@patentattorneys.ch
+41 (0)32 727 14 27
Avenue Jean-Jacques Rousseau 4 I 2000 Neuchâtel
www.patentattorneys.ch

